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(ABSTRACT) 

The variation for embryo production in anther culture of Solanum phureja was 

examined as a function of maximum greenhouse temperature prior to bud harvest and 

innate responsiveness among anthers within a bud. S. phureja clones PPS, AD2-4, 

A3P2-6 and AD3-4, were grown in a greenhouse under a 16 h photoperiod. The 

temperature was monitored continuously using a thermograph. Buds were collected from 

PPS and AD2-4 and the anthers were cultured in two groups of five flasks. In the first 

group, each flask contained the 30 anthers from 6 buds; the second group, each flask 

contained 1 anther from each of 30 buds -- a total of 30 anthers per flask. Significantly 

smaller coefficients of variation were observed for the second group, suggesting that the 

variation for embryogenic capacity among buds was greater than that among anthers 

within a bud. 

Variation in embryo yield as a function of greenhouse temperature for clones 

A3P2-6 and AD3-4 was examined by stepwise regression analysis. Embryogenic 

capacity of clone A3P2-6 was adversely affected by high temperatures (31-37°C) that



occurred 2 and 7 days before bud harvest. However similarly high temperatures 

appeared to enhance the androgenic response of clone AD3-4. 

Regeneration rate of anther-derived embryos over three subcultures to fresh 

regeneration medium was examined as a function of anther donor or clone, cold 

pretreatment of embryos, and morphological classification of embryos. Only clonal 

origin significantly affected regeneration. Regeneration rate declined on each serial 

subculture. The frequency of regenerable embryos varied from 12.5% for clone BARD 

1-3 to 46.0% for clone A3P2-6. 

Flow cytometric analyses were performed on several anther-derived monoploids 

of S. phureja to examine the frequency of nuclei at the 1x, 2x, and 4x levels within and 

among clones. Significant variation was found among duplicate cultures of the individual 

clones, but this variation was small enough to allow the detection of significant 

differences among the clones. Monoploid cell frequency ranged from 22.3% to 35.7%. 

Diploid cell frequency ranged from 48.6% to 59.9%. Tetraploid cell frequency ranged 

from 11.9% to 25.3%. Several families of anther-derived monoploid clones of S. 

phureja were analyzed for differences among clones within a family and among families. 

Significant differences were found in both categories. Finally, unstained protoplasts of 

monoploid S. phureja clone AM3 were sorted based on forward angle light scatter 

(FALS) and autofluorescence. Fractions selected for low FALS and weak 

autofluorescence appeared to be selectively enriched for monoploid protoplasts.
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Chapter One: Introduction 

Introduction 

The potato, Solanum tuberosum L., is the most extensively grown noncereal food 

crop in the world. The potato is typically a cool climate crop but several research 

groups are attempting to adapt this species for cultivation in warmer areas of the world. 

The genus Solanum consists of over 2000 species, approximately 200 of which produce 

tubers (Grun 1990). Such a large genus represents a tremendous source of germplasm. 

Potatoes are usually propagated by tubers because of the general inferiority of seedlings. 

When crops are direct-seeded, yield, tuber size, and uniformity are found to be of lesser 

quality than tuber-planted crops (Martin 1983). Because of the highly heterozygous 

nature of potato plants, conventional breeding among tetraploid cultivars to generate 

seedlings results in the breaking of linkages and the loss of epistatic interactions required 

for economic traits (Ross 1986). Additionally, male sterility, self incompatibility, and 

varying ploidy levels between species have made traditional breeding programs difficult. 

Tissue culture techniques present an attractive supplement to traditional breeding 

programs. 

Potato is the first major food crop where a wide range of tissue culture techniques



has been successfully applied (Bajaj 1987). Such techniques as meristem culture have 

been used to save plant material that has been infected with viruses. Maintaining in vitro 

copies of plants derived from meristem culture is a way of maintaining virus-free 

germplasm, requiring much less space than full grown plants. Microtubers are small 

tubers (3-38 mg) that are produced in vitro. Such tubers can be produced in large 

numbers irrespective of season. Additionally, they can be packed and shipped without 

the use of special medium and they require much less space than full sized tubers (Bajaj 

1987). Tissue culture technology has also facilitated the production of haploid plants. 

The chromosomes of such plants can be doubled to produce homozygous breeding lines. 

These plants are valuble to breeders because gametophytic self-incompatibility in potato 

makes such techniques as single seed descent difficult or impossible (Cipar et al. 1964). 

Use of Haploids 

The production of haploids is of great value to plant breeders and geneticists. In 

crops where haploids can be induced, they provide a rapid technique for producing 

homozygous breeding lines. Several new crop varieties including rice and asparagus 

have already been developed by this route (Han & Qiguan 1981; Tsay & Hsu 1983). In 

potato, both heterozygosity and tetraploidy are considered to be advantages (Chase 1963). 

Thus, a plant that is highly heterozygous at the tetraploid level would be best. 

Traditionally, highly heterozygous plants would be developed by crossing different inbred 

lines. But obtaining inbreds at the tetraploid level is extremely difficult. An alternative



to this approach was proposed by S. S. Chase in 1963. His analytical breeding scheme 

involved the reduction of a tetraploid (2n=4x =48) to the haploid (2n=2x =24) level and 

then crossing with a series of wild or cultivated diploid (2n=2x =24) species to breed in 

desired traits. The final step would be to resynthesize the tetraploid. A modification of 

this technique would be to obtain monoploids (2n=1x=12) of 2n pollen producing 

diploids. These monoploids could be doubled to produce homozygous diploids, which 

could be intercrossed and subsequently crossed with tetraploids. Because monoploids 

have only one set of chromosomes, any recessive lethal alleles will be expressed; thus, 

survival at the monoploid level acts as a "monoploid sieve" filtering out lethal genes 

(Wenzel et al. 1979). 

There are two main methods for producing haploid lines. The first is through 

development of the female gametes -- gynogenesis or pseudogamy (Van Breukelen 1981), 

and the second is through embryogenesis of the microspores -- androgenesis. When the 

chromosomes of the resulting monoploids are doubled, the result is a homozygous 

diploid. These doubled haploids (DH) are very useful in many areas of crop 

improvement. Breeders have found that selection by doubled haploids and single seed 

descent were equally efficient methods (Griffing 1975; Gallais 1989; Chen & Beversdorf 

1990; Yonezawa et al. 1987). Some researchers have found that the DH method yielded 

pure lines faster and the purity was better than those lines developed by single seed 

descent (Chen & Beversdorf 1990; Kubba et al. 1989). In addition to their breeding 

application, doubled haploids are also useful in mapping studies and studies of



quantitative traits (Snape 1988; Choo 1981). 

The problems with haploid production by anther culture are the same as with 

other tissue culture procedures. Variation for responsiveness among replicate cultures 

and gametoclonal variation among the regenerated plants due to the anther culture process 

has been documented even with homozygous anther donors (Snape et al. 1988). 

Different embryo yields have been obtained under identical culture conditions (Powell 

& Uhrig 1987). Additionally, Calleberg et al. (1989) found that different culture 

temperatures had a significant effect on embryo yield. 

Embryo Regeneration 

Successful regeneration of haploid embryos is essential to the development of 

breeding systems utilizing anther culture. A system must be developed to produce large 

quantities of regenerated embryos in a reliable manner. To increase regeneration of 

embryos, various pretreatments have been tried on different species of plants. In 

Brassica napus, Kott and Beversdorf (1990) studied the effect that the partial desiccation 

and chilling had on embryo regeneration. Each variable when used to a certain extent 

was found to be stimulatory. An additional factor that they studied was the age of the 

embryos. They found that older embryos (35 days versus 21 days) regenerated 

significantly better. Higuchi and Maeda (1991) found that type of carbohydrates used 

in the regeneration media had an effect on the regeneration of rice callus cultures. Such



pretreatments may mimic the conditions surrounding seed-bound embryos. Those 

treatments that are found to be stimulatory may be similar to the conditions which break 

dormancy in seeds. 

Ploidy Differences 

The anther culture process results in the regeneration of plants varying in ploidy. 

Regenerants from a diploid may be monoploid, diploid, tetraploid or mixoploid. A 

reliable system is needed to identify the ploidy of the regenerated plants rapidly. Root 

tip squashes are tedious to perform and chloroplast counts are unreliable and often 

impossible. Ploidy determination by flow cytometry is a much more efficient technique. 

This technique has been used extensively in determining ploidy level as well as levels of 

endopolyploidization in various tissues of such plant species as maize, tobacco, and 

petunia (Ho & Rayburn 1991; Bergounioux et al. 1986; Sharma et al. 1983). 

The genetic source of the higher ploidy regenerants (2x and 4x) is ambiguous; 

thus they would not be useful if the desired product is homozygous breeding material. 

The diploids may result from 2n pollen or they may have been monoploids that have 

spontaneously doubled. Without lengthy genetic analysis or some positive marker traits, 

it would be impossible to differentiate the origin. The source of the tetraploids is even 

more ambiguous. 

The monoploids can be used in a variety of ways. They may be doubled and used 

as homozygous breeding material or protoplasts may be obtained and then fused with



monoploids of another breeding line or species to produce highly heterozygous or 

interspecific diploid hybrids that may not be produced by any other method (Knopf & 

Bromova 1987). Because endopolyploidy occurs during the differentiation of some 

tissues, monoploids of angiosperms are never made up of purely monoploid cells (Evans 

& Van’t Hof 1975). Thus, if monoploid protoplasts are desired, then the extent of 

endopolyploidization within the monoploid clones would be important. If the extent of 

endopolyploidization is genetically controlled, then some families may produce 

monoploids that contain a much higher level of monoploid cells than other families. 

Identification of such families would be beneficial. If plant protoplasts could be sorted 

by ploidy in such a way that the protoplasts remained viable, then fusions of monoploid 

cells could be made with much more certainty.



Objectives 

Breeding programs utilizing tissue culture have many drawbacks. The clones that 

are being used must be tissue culture competent and they must be responsive to the 

particular treatment that is being applied to them. Additionally, the results of such tissue 

culture processes must be predictable and reproducible. For this to be accomplished, the 

source of the variation that occurs within the treatments must be identified and 

controlled. The objectives in the following research were as follows: 

7 to examine procedural refinements in the design of anther culture 
experiments to reduce the variability among replicates when performing 
anther culture on Solanum phureja and to evaluate the effects of 

greenhouse temperatures prior to bud harvest on embryo yield 

7 to assess the effects of temperature pretreatment and embryo morphologies 

on regeneration of the anther-derived embryos 

7 to analyze the variability for endopolyploidy among anther-derived 
monoploids by flow cytometry and evaluate the feasibility of selectively 
enriching protoplast fractions for monoploid cells.
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Chapter Two: Factors Affecting 

Variability in Anther Culture 

Introduction 

Production of haploid lines, plants containing the gametic chromosome number, 

has sped up the breeding process of many important crop plants such as wheat, rice, and 

asparagus. Traditional methods such as single seed descent take many years to produce 

useful homozygous plants. Now haploids, whose chromosomes have been doubled, can 

give rise to homozygous breeding lines in a fraction of the time. 

In potato, dihaploids (2n=2x=24) of Solanum tuberosum (2n=4x=48) can be 

crossed with wild or cultivated diploid clones. Chase (1963) proposed pairwise crosses 

of four different dihaploid clones to produce two diploid hybrids; these two hybrids could 

then be doubled and crossed to produce a tetraploid potato. Such a plant would be 

expected to exhibit maximum heterozygosity, having genomes derived from four 

different sources. Mendiburu et al. (1974) proposed the incorporation of 2n pollen 

producing clones of S. phureja (2n=2x=24) into this breeding scheme. S. phureja x S. 

tuberosum hybrids would inherit this trait and thus, could be crossed directly to 

tetraploids or to 2n egg producing hybrids to obtain highly heterozygous tetraploids 

11



through sexual polyploidization (Hermundstad & Peloquin 1985). Additionally, doubled 

haploids of diploid Solanum species that produce 2n pollen can be used in similar analytic 

breeding schemes. The advantage of this system is that haploids of diploid clones are 

monoploids, thus they have only one set of chromosomes (2n=1x=12). Any recessive 

lethal alleles would be expressed during the development of monoploid embryos, thereby 

causing their demise (Wenzel et al. 1979). Once the monoploids have been doubled, the 

desired traits, along with all the other traits, would be in homozygous form. But to 

select effectively at the monoploid level, large quantities of androgenic embryos must be 

produced and evaluated. 

Anther culture has been successfully used to produce monoploids of diploid potato 

species (Veilleux 1990). But, within the anther culture system, there is much variability 

for embryo production. Variation in anther culture has been attributed to the genotype 

of the donor plant (Bhojwani & Razdan 1983; Sopory & Bajaj 1987), the environment 

of the donor plant (Mii & Taguchi 1982; Johannson 1986; Xu et al. 1990; Hamaoka et 

al. 1991), pretreatment of the anthers prior to culture (Reynolds 1984; Fabijanski et al. 

1991), and the in vitro culture conditions of the embryos (Johannson 1986). Variation 

appears as variation in the number of embryos produced per anther or as gametoclonal 

variation between embryos (Veilleux 1990). In Brussels sprouts, embryo yield varied 

between 0 and 800 embryos per 100 anthers under similar conditions (Biddington & 

Robinson 1991). Such variation can mask treatment effects applied during anther culture, 

thus making it difficult to evaluate procedures that may affect embryo yield. To obtain 
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haploid anther-derived embryos predictably, these sources of variation need to be 

identified and controlled. 

In this study, procedural refinements in the design of anther culture experiments 

to reduce variability among replications were examined. Additionally, the maximum 

temperatures in the greenhouse where the donor plants were growing for several days 

prior to bud harvest will be analyzed for a possible correlation with embryo production 

in anther culture. Previous research in this lab (data unpublished) has indicated both a 

day effect and a seasonal effect on embryo production. Late winter to early spring 

yielded the best results, while summer yielded the worst. Xu et al. (1990) found that 

temperature had a significant effect on the duration of pollen maturation in wheat. Thus, 

there may be a temperature effect on the embryogenic capacity of the microspores. 

Materials and Methods 

Plant materials. Four clones of Solanum phureja that had previously been determined 

to be anther culture competent in this lab were used in this study. The first clone, PP5 

(2n=2x=24), is a heterozygous diploid of S. phureja (PI 225669 x PI 225682). The 

second and third clones, AD2-4 and AD3-4, are both anther-derived doubled monoploids 

(2n=2x=24) of PPS (Figs. 1 and 2). The fourth clone, A3P2-6, was derived from a 

cross between AD3-4 and the heterozygous field selection, NBP2 (75-21, provided by 

H. DeJong, Agriculture Canada, Fredericton, NB) (Fig. 2). 
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Part one: bud variability study. Six to ten plants of both PPS and AD2-4 planted in 2 

gallon pots containing 1 sand : 1 weblite (Weblite Co., P.O. Box 12887, Roanoke, Va.): 

1 sunshine mix (Fisons Horticulture Inc., Vancouver, BC, Canada) were grown in the 

greenhouse between December 1991 and April 1992. Sixteen hour day length was 

provided by high pressure sodium vapor lamps. The plants were fertilized weekly using 

a water soluble fertilizer (Peter’s Fertilizer Products, W.R. Grace & Co., Fogelsville, 

Pa.) containing 20:19:18 (Nitrogen:P,0,:K,O). Flower buds with microspores at the 

uninucleate stage (anthers 2.5 to 3.5 mm in length) were picked and placed on paper 

towels moistened with distilled water in plastic sandwich bags. The buds were then 

refrigerated at 4°C for three days in the dark. Sixty buds were picked per day per clone 

on ten different days. The buds were divided into two sets of 30 and then surface 

sterilized in 70% ethanol for 30 sec and disinfected in 100% commercial bleach (Wonder 

bleach, 5.25% sodium hypochlorite) plus "Tween 20’ for 5 min. Then, they were rinsed 

twice in sterile distilled water. Anthers were aseptically removed and placed in 125 ml 

Delong culture flasks (Bellco Glass Co., Vineland, NJ) according to either the "same" 

or the "different" scheme (Figs. 3 and 4). Each flask contained 15 ml autoclaved 

nutrient media containing 2.5 mg/l BAP + 0.1 mg/l IAA + 2.5 g/I activated charcoal 

(media 1). Each flask was covered with a magenta 2-way cap (Magenta Plastics, 

Chicago, IL) and sealed with parafilm. Flasks were then shaken on a rotary shaker, set 

at 125 rpm, at room temperature (approximately 25°C). The ten replicates per clone 

consisted of a total of 6,000 anthers (10 replicates x 2 clones x 10 flasks/clone/rep x 30 
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anthers /flask). After 5 to 8 weeks, the number of embryos per flask was counted and 

the coefficients of variation between the flasks in each scheme for each treatment were 

analyzed via ANOVA. 

Part two: temperature study. Ten plants each of A3P2-6 and AD3-4 were grown in a 

greenhouse between September and October 1991. Sixteen hour day length was provided 

by high pressure sodium vapor lamps. Daily temperatures were recorded on a 

thermograph (Weksler Instruments, Freeport, NY). Three hundred anthers per clone per 

day were cultured as described in the preceding experiment on 10 different days. Five 

additional replications of A3P2-6 were kindly provided by Tammam Serage (Hort. Dept., 

VPI&SU). After 5 to 8 weeks, the number of embryos in each flask was counted. 

Stepwise regression analysis between embryo yield for each clone and the maximum 

greenhouse temperature on the seven days prior to bud harvest was conducted. 

Results 

Part one: bud variability study. Analysis of variance of anther culture response revealed 

significant variation between the two clones (Table 1). The heterozygous PPS had a 

higher embryo yield than its homozygous derivative, AD2-4 (Table 2). Total embryo 

yield did not differ significantly between the same and different treatments (Tables 1 and 
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2). The coefficient of variation (CV) was significantly smaller for the different scheme 

than the same scheme (Table 3). The higher CVs noted for AD2-4 indicate that the 

anther culture response for this clone was more variable than that of PPS (Table 4). 

These results indicate that there was less variability among flasks when anthers in each 

of the five flasks were obtained from the same 30 buds. 

Part two: temperature study. The maximum greenhouse temperatures on the fourth and 

seventh day prior to bud harvest were significantly correlated with embryo yield of the 

doubled monoploid clone, AD3-4 (p< 0.05) (Table 5). The embryo yield increased with 

increasing temperature (Fig. 5). For A3P2-6, the maximum greenhouse temperatures at 

two, four and seven days prior to bud harvest were all significantly correlated with 

embryo yield (p<0.05) (Table 5). However the trend was opposite that of AD3-4; the 

embryo yield decreased with increasing temperature (Fig. 6). In the second anther 

culture experiment using T-A3P2-6, the maximum greenhouse temperatures at one and 

seven days prior to bud harvest were significantly correlated with embryo yield (p< 0.05) 

(Table 5). As before with A3P2-6, the embryo yield decreased with increasing 

temperature (Fig. 7). In all cases, maximum greenhouse temperature on the seventh day 

prior to bud harvest was significantly correlated with embryo yield in subsequent anther 

cultures. 
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Discussion 

The "different" scheme was able to reduce significantly variation that occurred 

among replicate flasks in anther culture. This is important because experimental error 

can be reduced by application of the different scheme in anther culture experiments with 

medium treatments. Therefore, treatment effects can be more easily differentiated. 

Temperature of the greenhouse up to seven days prior to bud harvest had a 

significant effect on the embryo yields in anther culture of genotypes tested. However, 

the extent of the effect and its direction appear to be genotype specific. 

In both experiments, the doubled monoploids had a lower embryogenic response 

than the heterozygous diploids. Both AD2-4 and AD3-4 are male sterile (M’Ribu & 

Veilleux 1992); both PPS and A3P2-6 are male fertile. Heberle-Bors (1982) found 

pollen sterility was positively correlated with pollen embryogenesis in Nicotiana tabacum. 

He suggested that the sterile pollen grains were in fact embryogenic microspores (P- 

grains) that were structurally different from normal microspores in addition to being 

functionally sterile. Environmental factors (daylength and temperature) that increased 

the frequency of functionally sterile but androgenically active P-pollen resulted in higher 

embryo yield in anther culture (Heberle-Bors & Reinert 1981). It is possible that male 

Sterility in potato, which, for these doubled monoploid clones, is characterized by 

incomplete pollen maturation, in general negatively affects the embryo yield. But high 

temperatures may affect the maturation of the male-sterile microspores resulting in a 
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change favoring androgenesis; however, the high temperature may adversely affect 

androgenesis of the microspores of the male-fertile plants. 

Environmental culture conditions surrounding the donor plants prior to bud 

harvest appear to contribute to androgenic capacity in many plant species. Lu et al. 

(1991) observed in wheat anther culture that both the genotype and the environment of 

the donor plant have a significant effect on embryo yield. They found that conditions 

such as drought stress on the donor plant negatively affected embryo yield. Such effects 

have also been noted in ovule culture for the production of haploids in sugar beet 

(Doctrinal et al. 1989). Bjdrnstad et al. (1989) noted that wheat anther culture response 

was greatest when donor plants were grown under constant, cool temperatures. Yang 

et al. (1992) suggested that the high temperatures would result in a higher frequency of 

aborted microspores, particularly in plants that are more adapted to cooler conditions. 

Perhaps, the increase in embryo yield that was observed in doubled monoploid AD3-4 

at higher temperatures is indicative of some type of heat tolerance. More research is 

needed regarding the temperature effects on anther culture. The anther culture response 

of other male-sterile and male-fertile clones needs to be evaluated to better understand 

the mechanisms behind the responses observed in these studies. 
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Table 1. Analysis of variance’ for the embryo yield of AD2-4 and PP5 using the 

“same" versus the "different" scheme (see Figs. 3 and 4). 

* data was transformed using the square root of embryo yield. 

Source DF Mean squares 

Scheme 1 5.44585 
Clone 1 502.445° 

Error 197 29.553 

* significant difference at p=0.0001 

NS = non-significant difference 

Table 2. Mean embryo yield in anther cultures of two clones of S. phureja, PPS and 

AD2-4, cultured either with all five anthers per bud in the same flask or with the 

five anthers per bud distributed to different flasks. 

No. of Mean + S.D. 

Clone Treatment flasks embryos/flask 

a 
PP5 Same 50 5.5 + 6.8 

Different 50 6.1 + 5.8 

AD2-4 Same 50 2.6 + 5.2 

Different 50 2.6 + 3.4 
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Table 3. Analysis of variance for the coefficients of variation for anther culture 

response using the "same" versus the "different" scheme (see Figs. 3 and 4). 

Source DF Mean squares 

Between schemes 1 15425.8° 

Between clones 1 24663.4° 
Scheme x clone 1 3482.8%5 

Error 34 3217.0 

* significant difference at p=0.01 

NS = non-significant difference 

Table 4. Mean coefficients of variation (n=10) for anther cultures of two clones of 

S. phureja, PP5 and AD2-4, cultured according to "same" and "different" schemes 
(see Figs. 3 and 4). 

Clone Treatment CV 

a 

PP5 Same 71 

Different 50 

AD2-4 Same 143 

Different 83 

°
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Table 5. Stepwise regression analysis’ for embryo yield versus the maximum 
greenhouse temperatures on the seven days prior to bud harvest for AD3-4, A3P2-6, 

and T-A3P2-6 (only significant days are noted). 

* data was transformed using the square root of 1 +embryo yield 

Days prior 

Clone DF to harvest Mean squares 

eee EEE 

AD3-4 1 Four 1.671" 
1 Seven 0.293" 

Error 7 0.057 

A3P2-6 1 Two 1.265° 

1 Four 6.921” 
1 Seven 4.450” 

Error 6 0.170 

T-A3P2-6 1 One 0.997" 

1 Two 0.109" 

1 Seven 3.965" 
Error 1 0.001 

*, ** significant difference at P = 0.05 and 0.01 respectively 
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Leaf disc 
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Figure 1. Pedigrees of S. phureja clones used for testing bud variability in anther 

culture. The doubled monoploid AD2-4 was obtained through chromosome doubling 

of AM2, an anther culture derived monoploid line of PP5. 

  

  

Anther culture 
      

  

Leaf disc regeneration 
      

        
Figure 2. Pedigrees of S. phureja clones used for testing the effects of greenhouse 

temperature on variability in anther culture. The doubled monoploid, AD3-4, was 

obtained through chromosome doubling of AM3, an anther culture derived 

monoploid of PP5. A3P2-6 was obtained by crossing AD3-4 with the heterozygous 

field selection NBP2. 
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Figure 3. "Same" scheme. Each of the five flasks contained the 30 anthers from six 

buds. 
  

  

        

      

Figure 4. "Different" scheme. The five anthers from each of 30 buds were 

distributed to five different flasks. 
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Figure 5. Embryo yields in anther culture of AD3-4 versus maximum greenhouse 
temperatures at four’ and seven” days prior to bud harvest. 

*y = 0.577x - 14.785 

** y = 0.220x - 4.588 
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Figure 6. Embryo yields in anther culture of A3P2-6 versus maximum greenhouse 
temperatures two’, four” and seven” days prior to bud harvest. 

*y = -0.771x + 26.074 

** y = -1.228x + 38.869 

wee y = -0.996x + 32.328 
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Figure 7. Embryo yields in anther culture of T-A3P2-6 versus maximum greenhouse 
temperatures one’, two” and seven” days prior to bud harvest. 

*y = -1.052x + 53.536 

** y = -1.079x + 54.559 

*e* y = -2.260x + 91.847 
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Chapter Three: Effect of Cold 

Pretreatment, Size, and 

Morphology on Regeneration of 

Androgenic Embryos 

Introduction 

Chase (1963) proposed an analytical breeding scheme for potato that utilized 

haploids (2n=2x=24) of Solanum tuberosum (2n=4x=48) for breeding with wild or 

cultivated diploid species to increase heterozygosity in the cultivated forms. This 

potential of haploids to increase the efficiency of plant breeding systems has been 

extensively researched. Originally, potato haploids were produced by pseudogamy -- 

embryogenesis of unfertilized eggs (Van Breukelen 1981) -- but now anther culture is 

commonly used. Sopory et al. (1978) proposed the possibility of using monoploids 

(2n=1x=12) obtained from anther culture to obtain completely homozygous breeding 

lines in potato. Because monoploids have only one set of homologous chromosomes, 

they are useful for selecting against plants with recessive lethal alleles and for plants with 

desirable characteristics (Uijtewaal 1987). 

The embryos obtained through anther culture are useful only if they can be 
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successfully regenerated into haploid plants. Factors affecting regeneration of androgenic 

embryos include media, embryo pretreatments, and genetic composition of the donor 

plant. Embryo pretreatments that mimic the circumstances found in the developing seed 

within an ovary, such as desiccation and cold exposure, have enhanced regeneration (Kott 

et al. 1990). In this study, pretreatment as well as morphology are examined for their 

relationship to regeneration and ploidy of the anther-derived plantlets. 

Materials and Methods 

Plant materials. Anther-derived embryos of S. phureja clones PPS and AD2-4 were used 

for this experiment. Additional anther-derived embryos of heterozygous S. phureja, 

BARD 1-3 (PI 195191 x PI 195192) and A3P2-6 were also used. The embryos were 

obtained five to eight weeks after anthers were placed in culture. 

Part one: Pretreatment study. Embryos that displayed normal morphology and measured 

between 2.5 mm and 10 mm in length were used in this study, except for embryos of 

BARD 1-3, which measured 0.5 mm to 3 mm and displayed abnormal morphology. 

Approximately ten embryos per plate were cultured in 60 x 15 mm plastic petri dishes 

containing 15 ml regeneration medium (media 2) and were subjected to one of the 
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following cold treatments: 

QO days at 4° C / 3 days in the dark 

3 days at 4° C / 3 days in the dark 

6 days at 4° C / 6 days in the dark. 

After pretreatment, the embryos were incubated at 20°C under high intensity light (175 

umol sec' m?). After 3 to 5 weeks, the regenerated embryos were counted and 

transferred to a 20 x 150 mm glass tube containing 20 ml MS media (media 3). The 

remaining embryos that had not regenerated were transferred to fresh regeneration 

medium. After another 3 to 5 weeks, any regenerated embryos were counted and 

transferred to MS medium and the unregenerated embryos were again transferred to fresh 

regeneration medium. After an additional 3 weeks, any embryos that had regenerated 

were counted and transferred, and the number of regenerated embryos versus the total 

number of embryos per plate was tabulated. Unregenerated embryos were discarded 

after the third transfer. Then the data were analyzed via GLM procedure for treatment 

and clonal effects. The total number of embryos cultured for each clone is presented in 

Table 6. Because of the unequal number of replicates, this study was analyzed as an 

unbalanced design. 

Part two: size/morphology study. This study utilized three types of embryos. The first 

type consisted of small embryos that were less than 2.5 mm in length and abnormally 

shaped embryos that were less than 5 mm in length. Abnormal embryos were those 
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embryos that did not show the typical embryo parts such as cotyledons or roots or that 

showed no recognizable parts at all (Fig. 8a). The second type consisted of only 

intermediate-sized embryos of normal morphology that were between 2.5 mm and 10 mm 

in length (Fig. 8b). The third group of embryos consisted of large embryos greater than 

10mm in length and abnormally shaped embryos greater than 5mm in length (Fig. 8c). 

Ten embryos per plate were cultured on regeneration media and subjected to a 3 day cold 

pretreatment at 4°C in the dark. The plates were then incubated under high intensity 

lights at 20°C. The regeneration of the embryos was monitored as described in part one. 

BARD 1-3 was not used in this experiment. The total number of embryos per treatment 

and clone was analyzed via the GLM procedure. The total number of embryos cultured 

for each clone is presented in Table 6. Because of the unequal number of replicates, this 

study was also analyzed as an unbalanced design. 

Ploidy analysis. The ploidy of plantlets derived from the regenerated androgenic 

embryos was estimated by flow cytometric examination of propidium iodide stained 

nuclei from in vitro leaf and stem tissue (Owen et al. 1988). 

Results 

Part one: Pretreatment study. Analysis of variance revealed a significant genotypic 
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influence on regeneration (Table 7). BARD 1-3 showed the lowest overall rate of 

regeneration, PPS and AD2-4 had intermediate rates of regeneration, and A3P2-6 had 

the highest rate of regeneration. The genotypic variation observed during the cold 

pretreatment study is depicted in Fig. 9. Embryos regenerated most during the first 3 

to 5 weeks; the regeneration rate declined down after that (Fig. 9). Although the 6 day 

cold pretreatment had an apparent deleterious effect on regeneration, it was not 

significant (Fig. 10). Likewise, neither the 0 day cold nor the 3 day cold pretreatments 

had a significant effect on embryo regeneration (Table 7). 

Part two: size/morphology study. Genotypic variations were again found to have a 

significant effect on embryo regeneration (Table 8). AD2-4 and PP5 exhibited about the 

same overall rate of regeneration and A3P2-6 showed a significantly higher rate of 

regeneration (Fig. 11). As seen in the previous study, most regeneration occurred in the 

first 3 to 5 weeks of culture and after that the regeneration rate declined (Fig. 11). None 

of the size/morphology classifications showed significant differences in regeneration (Fig. 

12). 

Ploidy analysis. Cold pretreatment did not appear to affect the ploidy of regenerated 

plants (Table 6). However, for clones PPS and AD2-4, the small normal/abnormal 

classification exhibited the highest percentage of monoploid regenerants of the 

size/morphology classifications (Table 6). In both studies, only diploid plants 
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regenerated from embryos derived from A3P2-6. 

Discussion 

Pretreatment of embryos to increase regeneration has been tried in many different 

plant species. In rice, the effects of different sugars on regeneration have been 

monitored. Higuchi and Maeda (1991) found that there are optimal levels of sucrose and 

mannitol that can be used in the regeneration media that will significantly increase the 

frequency of regeneration. Other pretreatments such as desiccation have also been found 

to have positive effects on regeneration in some species (Kott & Beversdorf 1990). Kott 

and Beversdorf (1990) found that cold pretreatment of androgenic embryos of Brassica 

napus significantly improved regeneration. Such a system may be practical for B. napus 

because it mimics the natural treatments required to break seed dormancy (Kott & 

Beversdorf 1990). S. phureja is noted for its lack of tuber dormancy, (Veilleux 1990); 

if its seeds also lack dormancy, then it might explain why such treatments when applied 

to androgenic embryos may have no effect or might even be deleterious. 

It was expected that with all the varying sizes and morphologies observed among 

the embryos that a certain class of them would regenerate better, but no significant 

differences were found in the size/morphology study. Embryos of BARD 1-3 showed 

significantly less regeneration than the other clones in the pretreatment study. Embryos 
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of this clone were uniformly small and abnormally shaped and a relatively high number 

of monoploids were found among the regenerants. Embryos of A3P2-6 were mostly 

normal shaped and differed mainly by size. These embryos showed a significantly higher 

rate of regeneration than those of the other clones. In addition, no monoploid 

regenerants were obtained from this clone. Perhaps, if the embryos had been sorted 

based on morphology alone, differences in regeneration and ploidy may have been 

observed. Kott and Beversdorf (1990) noted varying sizes and morphologies of embryos 

produced in their microspore cultures of Brassica napus. They found that size had no 

effect on the regeneration ability of the embryos but that older embryos (35 days versus 

21 days since the beginning of the culture) regenerated significantly better. They did not 

analyze the effect of morphology on regeneration. 

AD2-4 is a homozygous anther-derived doubled monoploid, therefore all of its 

anther-derived embryos should be genetically uniform and contain no lethal alleles 

(Wenzel et al. 1979). If regeneration is genetically controlled, then all embryos derived 

from a homozygous plant should have regenerated. But the regeneration observed for 

embryos of this clone was not higher than the genetically heterogenous array of embryos 

of PP5. Therefore regeneration might be controlled by cultural conditions rather than 

genetic predisposition of embryos. 
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Table 6. Number of embryos cultured, frequency of embryo regeneration and 

percentage of monoploid, diploid and tetraploid regenerants observed for 4 clones 

of S. phureja after 3 embryo pretreatments and 3 embryo classifications. 

Percentage 

Embryos % Embryos 
Clone cultured regen Ix 2x 4x 

Cold Treatment 

  

  

  

0 Days 44°C PPS5 82 18 22 78 90 

AD2-4 31 26 50 50 0 

A3P2-6 10 60 0 100 90 
1-31 50 14 25 56 19 

Treatment total 273 22 24 66 10 

3 Days 4°C PP5 103 16 12 75 13 

AD2-4 45 21 0 100 O 

A3P2-6 10 50 0 100 O 

1-3 200 22 26 74 O 

Treatment total 358 20 20 78 2 

6 Days 4°C =PP5 68 27 12 87 0 

AD2-4 32 --” ** +4 = #% 

A3P2-6 10 20 ** +4 ¥% 

1-3 123 2 ** **  +% 

Treatment total 233 10 12 87 0 

Table 6 continued on next page. 
a 

* indicates no regeneration 

** no regenerants analyzed 
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Table 6. Continued. 

Percentage 

Embryos % Embryos 

Clone cultured regen Ix 2x 4x 

  

  

  

Size/morphology 

small normal/ PP5 183 19 43 57 90 

abnormal AD2-4 48 32 33 67 0 

A3P2-6 64 36 0 100 0 

Treatment total 295 21 32 «68 0 

intermediate- PP5 103 16 12 75 13 

normal AD2-4 45 21 0 100 0 

A3P2-6 10 50 0 100 O 

Treatment total 158 18 6 8688 6 

large normal/ PP5 105 27 12 82 6 

abnormal AD2-4 44 6 +t +E 4% 

A3P2-6 10 50 0 100 0O 

Treatment total 159 19 11 83 6 

Experiment total 1476 18 20 76 4 

ee 

** no regencrants analyzed 
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Table 7. Analysis of variance for mean frequency of regenerated embryos per plate 

for 4 clones of S.phureja for which androgenic embryos were exposed to 3 cold 

pretreatments. 

Source DF Mean Squares 

Pretreatment 2 0.003 

Clone 3 0.056" 

Error 14 0.015 

*P<0.05 

Table 8. Analysis of variance for mean frequency of regenerated embryos per plate 

for 3 clones of S. phureja for which androgenic embryos were sorted into 3 

size/morphology classifications. 

Source DF Mean Squares 

Size/morphology 2 0.002 

Clone 3 0.053" 

Error 17 0.011



  
Figure 8. Embryos obtained through anther culture exhibited different sizes and 

morphologies: a. small normal and small abnormal shaped embryos, b. 

intermediate sized normal embryos, c. large normal and large abnormal embryos. 
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Figure 9. Percent embryo regeneration for 4 clones (AD2-4, A3P2-6, PP5, and 1-3) 
of S. phureja observed over three serial transfers (T1, T2, and T3) performed after 

cold pretreatment. 
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Figure 10. Percent regeneration after 0, 3, and 6 day cold pretreatments on 

regeneration of anther-derived embryos of 4 clones of S. phureja (AD2-4, A3P2-6, 

PP5, and BARD 1-3). 
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Figure 11. Percent regeneration of anther-derived embryos of 3 clones (AD2-4, 

A3P2-6, and PP5) of S. phureja observed over three serial transfers (T1, T2, andT3) 

performed during size/morphology study. 
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Figure 12. Percent regeneration after classification of anther-derived embryos of 3 

clones (AD2-4, A3P2-6, PP5, and BARD 1-3) of S. phureja into three 

size/morphology groups (small, intermediate, and large). 
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Chapter Four: Flow Cytometric Analysis of Anther- 

Derived Monoploids of Solanum phureja 

Introduction 

Doubled monoploid lines of Solanum phureja (2n=2x=24) have significant 

potential for implementation of analytic breeding schemes designed to maximize 

heterozygosity in potentially tetraallelic hybrids (Mendiburu et al. 1974). Such lines can 

be produced by doubling the chromosomes of monoploids (2n=1x=12) obtained through 

anther culture. But a mixture of monoploids, diploids, and polyploids can generally be 

found among the anther-derived plants (Veilleux et al. 1985). Traditionally, the ploidy 

of the regenerated plants has been determined by root tip squashes (Sharma et al. 1983), 

later by counting the chloroplasts in the guard cells of the stomata (Singsit & Veilleux 

1991). However, both of these methods are laborious and time consuming (Sharma et 

al. 1983). More recently, flow cytometry has been utilized to estimate the ploidy of the 

anther-derived plants (Owen et al. 1988; Sharma et al. 1983). This technique is used to 

estimate ploidy by measuring the diffraction of light of certain wavelengths by a single 

cell nucleus (Fig. 13). By analyzing large populations of cells, an estimate of the relative 
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amounts of endopolyploidization can also be made (Sree Ramulu & Dijkhuis 1986). In 

the sorting mode of the flow cytometer, cells meeting certain parameters set by the 

operator can be sorted (Brown 1984) (Fig. 13). Using this method, populations of 

protoplasts can be selectively enriched for protoplasts of desired traits e.g., size or 

fluorescence at a particular wavelength of light. Redenbaugh et al. (1982) used flow 

cytometry to select fused protoplasts within a mixed population containing the 

differentially stained parents. 

The objectives of the following research were to examine variation among families 

and clones of monoploids for extent of endopolyploidization. Additionally, protoplasts 

of a monoploid clone of S. phureja were sorted by forward angle light scatter (size) and 

autofluorescence in an attempt to enrich selectively for the monoploid cell fraction. 

Materials and Methods 

Plant Materials. Anther-derived monoploid clones of S. phureja were propagated in 

vitro on 15 ml MS media (media 3). They were incubated at 20°C under 16 h 

photoperiod and an average light intensity of 25 pmol m” s" for 3 to 4 weeks before they 

were analyzed. 

Nuclear isolation and staining. Nuclei of the samples were isolated by chopping 0.5 g 

of in vitro leaf and stem material with a razor blade for 3 minutes on ice in a glass petri 
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dish containing 1.5 ml chopping buffer (3.5 g/l sodium citrate, 1.7 g/l MOPS, 3.7 g/l 

magnesium chloride, and 0.4 ml/l Triton X-100). The sample was poured through a 250 

pm filter and then through a 63 ym filter. Then 0.5 ml of the filtrate was put into a 

microcentrifuge tube and stored on ice. After all the samples had been prepared, they 

were removed from the ice and 0.25 ml ribonuclease (80 mg/100 ml chopping buffer) 

was added to each sample. They were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature, 

after which 0.125 ml propidium iodide (40 mg/100 ml chopping buffer) was added to 

each sample and they were returned to the ice. 

Flow cytometry. After a minimum of 30 min but no longer than 3 h, the stained samples 

were filtered through a 37 um nylon mesh filter and analyzed with an Epics V, Model 

752 laser flow cytometer and cell sorter (Coulter Electronics, Hialeah FL). Laser 

excitation was 300 mW at 488 nm from a 5 W Innova 90 Argon Laser (Coherent Inc., 

Palo Alto, CA). Data acquisition was performed according to Owen et al. (1988). 

Flow variability study. The purpose of this study was to test the reliability of flow 

cytometric analysis by monitoring the variability that occurs between duplicate 

subcultures. Three subcultures of four stock monoploid clones of S. phureja (AM3, 

PC21-3, PC45-6 and PC45-4,) were prepared according to the procedure described 

above, except that the final filtrate was divided into two centrifuge tubes for sampling. 

The frequency of nuclei comprising the monoploid (1x), diploid (2x) and tetraploid (4x) 
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peaks was calculated as frequency of cells under a peak/total frequency of cells under all 

3 peaks. The data were analyzed using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) 

(SAS 1985) for variation between duplicate subcultures and among clones. The data 

were analyzed as a nested design. 

Monoploid variability study. Nine anther-derived S. phureja monoploid clones derived 

from BARD 1-3, 4 monoploid clones derived from PP5, and 3 monoploid clones derived 

from AD2-4 were used in this experiment. The clones were obtained through anther 

culture as described in chapter 2 and regenerated as described in chapter 3. The samples 

were organized in a randomized complete block fashion in which there were 3 blocks, 

each containing one of each of the samples described above (16 samples per block). 

Nuclei extracted from in vitro leaves and stems were subjected to flow cytometry and the 

output was analyzed for percentage of cells with 1x, 2x, and 4x nuclei. The frequency 

of nuclei comprising the 1x, 2x, and 4x peaks was calculated as frequency of cells under 

a peak/total frequency of cells under all 3 peaks. Then the channel number 

corresponding to the highest part of each peak was obtained. The blocks were analyzed 

in sequential order. The resulting frequency data were analyzed by the MANOVA 

procedure and the peak channel numbers were analyzed by the GLM procedure (SAS 

1985) for significant differences between families and among clones within families. 
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Protoplast enrichment study. Protoplasts of AM3, a monoploid clone of Solanum 

phureja, were isolated according to Cheng and Veilleux (1991). The protoplasts were 

run through a flow cytometer and analyzed for forward angle light scatter (FALS) versus 

autofluorescence. Gates were set according to Fig. 14. The sample was flow sorted into 

two samples defined by the gates. The protoplasts in these two samples were then lysed 

with chopping buffer and the nuclei were stained with propidium iodide as above and 

rerun through the flow cytometer to determine ploidy distribution by fluorescence. 

Results 

Flow variability study. Analysis of variance revealed significant differences among 

clones and among different subcultures (tubes) of the same clone for frequency of nuclei 

at the 1x, 2x, and 4x level (Table 9). Clone PC45-4 had a higher frequency of 1x nuclei 

than the other three clones (Table 10). PC21-4 had the lowest frequency of 1x nuclei 

as well as the highest frequency of 4x nuclei. PC45-6 had the highest frequency of 2x 

nuclei. 

Monoploid variability study. Families were significantly different for all ploidy 

frequencies and peak channel numbers (Table 11). Monoploid clones representing the 

PPS family had significantly fewer 1x nuclei (p>0.05) and a correspondingly greater 

frequency of 4x nuclei than the other two families (Table 12). Monoploids representing 
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AD2-4 had significantly greater peak channel numbers, corresponding to greater DNA 

content per nuclei, at all 3 peaks. Variation for clones within families was also 

significant. The frequency of cells in the monoploid peak ranged from 22.3% for clone 

3S-21 of the PPS family to 35.7% for clone 3N-29 of the BARD 1-3 family (Table 13). 

The frequency of cells in the diploid peak ranged from 48.6% for clone 3N-29 of the 

BARD 1-3 family to 59.9% for clone 6N-4 of the PPS family . The frequency of cells 

in the tetraploid peak ranged from 11.9% for clone 3S-3 of the AD2-4 family to 25.3% 

for clone 38-8 of the PPS family. 

Protoplast enrichment study. Selection of sub-populations of protoplasts of 1x _ S. 

phureja clone AM3 based on FALS and autofluorescence (Fig. 14) could effectively 

enrich the 1x cell frequency (Fig. 15). The fraction selected for high FALS and high 

fluorescence showed a small monoploid peak and a very prominent tetraploid peak (Fig. 

15a). The fraction selected for low FALS and low fluorescence was enriched with 

monoploid cells (Fig. 15b). This fraction contained almost no tetraploid cells and a 

smaller diploid peak than the highly fluorescent larger cell fraction. 

Discussion 

The flow variability study showed that flow cytometry is a reliable, repeatable 
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method for analysis of ploidy. Although it was able to detect significant variation 

between duplicate subcultures (Table 9), this variation was relatively small compared to 

that which occured between clones. 

Pijnacker et al. (1989) reported genotypic variation in the level and rate of 

endopolyploidization among several families of S. phureja. The monoploid variability 

study showed significant family differences for both ploidy levels and peak channel 

numbers. Differences were also found among clones within a family. This was expected 

for PPS and BARD 1-3 because both sets of monoploids were independently derived 

from heterozygous anther donors; thus, there would be genetic differences among the 

gametes that could account for the variation. Uijtewaal (1987) noted similar variation 

between monoploids derived from a heterozygous diploid of S. tuberosum. But this 

variation was not expected among monoploids derived from AD2-4 because AD2-4 was 

an anther-derived doubled monoploid and therefore homozygous. Thus, the resulting 

embryos should have all been genetically identical. A possible reason for this variation 

could be genetic changes induced by the culture system. Somaclonal and gametoclonal 

variation have been found among identical plants of many different species after passage 

through tissue culture (Evans 1989) 

The peak channel number of propidium iodide stained nuclei is correlated with 

the DNA content per cell. The increase in peak channel numbers for AD2-4 supports 

the findings of DePaepe et al. (1982) that tobacco plants derived from several cycles of 

anther culture showed increased DNA content per cell. DePaepe et al. (1982) speculated 
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that the increased DNA was the result of selective increase in repeating sequences of the 

DNA. This increase may be due to the stress of anther culture, stress of being a haploid, 

or from the plant growth regulators in the media. Zheng et al. (1987) found that some 

repetitive DNA sequences in rice were amplified up to 74 times in callus cultures 

compared to normal leaf tissue. Brown et al. (1991) suggested that the replication of the 

single copy genes and the repetitive DNA is under separate control and that the in vitro 

culture conditions are "biased" towards the replication of repetitive DNA. Therefore the 

more cycles of tissue culture a clone goes through the more DNA it would have. 

A slight shift in peak channel numbers was also noted in the block effect (Table 

11). This is probably due to increased staining time of the second and third blocks. As 

the propidium iodide ages, the absorbance wavelength changes. This underscores the 

importance of blocking to detect true genetic differences especially if such differences 

are slight. 

One difficulty with somatic hybridization is high ploidy of regenerated plants 

resulting from cells that spontaneously double in culture or cells already diploid by 

endopolyploidization. Uijtewaal et al. (1987) recovered only teraploid regenerants from 

pairwise somatic hybridizations among monoploid potato clones. In the present study, 

protoplasts of the monoploid clone AM3 were successfully sorted into two fractions 

differing in predominant ploidy levels. Sorting has been effectively used to select 

interspecific fusion products (Dix 1990; Alexander et al. 1985); it may now be possible 

to enrich the prefusion population for monoploid cells. Although we have demonstrated 
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variability among monoploids in above experiments, no monoploid exhibited more than 

40% 1x cells. Flow sorting could increase 1x - 1x fusions in subsequent somatic 

hybridization experiments and increase the possibility of recovering 2x hybrid 

regenerants. 

The use of flow cytometry to determine ploidy is much more accurate than 

chloroplast counting and much less tedious than root tip sections. In vitro copies that are 

about 3 to 4 weeks old are optimal regardless of whether or not they have full roots or 

if the leaves are chlorotic or rolled. This technique also offers tremendous potential for 

estimating the level of endopolyploidization among cells and then selectively sorting for 

desired ploidy levels. 
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Table 9. Mean squares from analysis of variance of the mean frequency of 1x, 2x, 

and 4x cells of 4 monoploid clones of S. phureja represented by 3 in vitro copies 

(tubes) and 2 samples per tube. 

Mean squares 

Source DF _ Freq 1x Freq 2x Freq 4x 

Clone 3 0.0275" 0.0048*° 0.0373" 

Tube(clone) 8 0.0019° 0.0015" 0.0014° 

Error 12 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 

* P>0.01 

Table 10. Means for frequencies of 1x, 2x, and 4x cells as determined by 

fluorescence of propidium iodide stained nuclei of four anther-derived monoploids 

of S. phureja. 

Means 

Family Freq 1x Freg 2x Freq 4x 

a 

AM3 37.0 a" 48.8 a 14.2b 

PC21-4 24.7b 45.la 30.2 a 

PC45-4 40.5 a 45.3 a 14.2 b 

PC45-6 34.2 a 60.1 a 14.8 b 

* Mean separation within columns by Student-Newman-Keul’s test 

at the 5% level



Table 11. Mean squares for frequencies of 1x, 2x and 4x cell in 16 monoploids 

representing 3 families of S. phureja and for the corresponding peak channel 

numbers. 

Mean squares 

Source DF Freq 1x Freq 2x Freq 4x Pk 1x Pk 2x Pk 4x 

a 

Block 2 0.0023 0.0018” 0.0026 5.80 20.92 99.84° 

Family 2 0.0203” 0.0066" 0.0092” 13.15" 45.217 154.017 

Clone 
(family) 13 0.0036" 0.0027" 0.0025" 1.45 5.84 19.99 

Error 30 0.0011 0.0003 0.0008 1.78 4.58 19.75



Table 12. Means for frequencies of 1x, 2x, and 4x cells in 3 families of monoploids 

of S. phureja and means of channel numbers for the highest point of each peak. 

Means 
a 

Family Freq 1x Freq 2x Freq 4x Pk 1x Pk 2x Pk 4x | 

a 

PPS 24.3 b* §5.la 20.6 a 39b 72b 137b 

BARD 1-3 30.9 a 51.4a 17.7 ab 39b 72b 138b 

AD2-4 31.3a 54.la 14.6 b 41a 76a 144a 

* Mean separation within columns by Student-Newman-Keul’s test 

at the 5% level



Table 13. Means + standard deviations for frequency of 1x, 2x, and 4x cells in 

anther-derived monoploid clones of the S. phureja families AD2-4, PP5, and BARD 

1-3. 

Family 

AD2-4 

PPS 

BARD 1-3 

Clone Freq 1x 

38-2 
38-3 
38-8 

38-8 
38-21 
ON-4 
6N-4 

3N-7 

35.5 + 2.7 
34.4 + 2.9 
24.0 + 3.6 

23.1 + 0.5 
22.3 + 0.8 
27.2 + 2.3 
24.5 + 2.9 

32.9 + 6.6 
3N-11 32.5 + 1.1 
3N-14 26.8 + 1.3 
3N-23 29.8 + 0.6 
3N-24 29.9 + 2.5 
3N-29 35.7 + 3.4 
3N-35 29.5 + 7.7 
ON-6 
ON-9 

28.0 + 4.3 
32.7 + 1.9 

Freq 2x 

49.3 + 1.9 
53.8 + 0.7 
59.2 + 1.6 

51.6 + 1.4 
56.5 + 3.9 
52.4 + 2.6 
59.9 + 0.8 

53.8 + 4.0 
50.2 + 1.9 
53.7 + 0.9 
51.5 + 1.3 
49.9 + 1.4 
48.6 + 1.7 
51.4 + 1.4 
51.5 + 1.9 
51.9 + 1.5 

58 

Freq 4x 

15.2 + 1.2 
11.9 + 2.3 
16.8 + 3.5 

25.3 + 1.8 
21.2 + 4.6 
20.4 + 1.7 
15.6 + 2.2 

13.2 + 2.9 
17.3 + 2.2 
19.5 + 1.1 
18.6 + 0.7 
20.2 + 2.7 
15.7 + 2.7 
19.1 + 6.8 
20.5 + 4.2 
15.3 + 2.0



  
Figure 13. A flow cytometer. The sample is injected into a flow stream and carried 
past an argon laser where measurements are made. Cells fulfilling certain 
requirements can then be sorted by electrostatic deflection of the liquid droplet that 
contains the cell. 
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Figure 14. Gates for flow sorting were set based on forward angle light scatter (size) 

and autofluorescence. Protoplasts were sorted into two groups: (a) large and highly 

fluorescent cells and (b) small and low fluorescing cells. 
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Figure 15. Resulting ploidy distribution of (a) Large, highly fluorescent cells and 

(b) small low fluorescing cells. 
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Media 1 Liquid Anther Culture Media (Uhrig 1985) 

MS I 10 mi/l 
MS II 10 mi/l 
MS III 5 m/l 
MS IV 5 ml/l 

myo-inositol 100 mg/l 
thiamine-HCl 0.4 mg/l 
IAA 0.1 mg/l 
BAP 2.5 mg/l 

sucrose 60 g/l 

activated charcoal 5 g/l 

pH 5.8 

Autoclaved at 121°C and 1.1 kg/cm for 20 min. 

Uhrig T (1985) Genetic selection and liquid medium conditions improve the yeild of 
androgenetic plants from diploid potatoes. Theor. Appl. Genet. 71: 455-460 
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Media 2 Embryo Regeneration Media 

BS media plus minimal organics (Gamborg et al. 1968) 

CaHPO4 50 mg/l 
MS II 34 mil/l 
NH4NO3 250 mg/l 

GA 0.1 mg/l (filter sterilize) 

sucrose 10 g/l 
agarose 6 g/l (Sigma type III-A: High EEO) 

pH 5.6 

Autoclave at 121°C and 1.1 kg/cm for 20 min. 

Gamborg OL, Miller RA, & Ojimal L (1968) Nutrient requirements of suspension 

cultures of soybean root cells. Exptl. Cell Res. 50: 151-158 
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Media 3. Basal MS Media 

MS I 20 m/l 
MS II 20 ml/1 
MS III 10 ml/1 
MS IV 10 mil/l 
MS V 10 ml/1 

myo-inositol 100 mg/l 
sucrose 30 g/l 

agar 7 git 

pH 5.8 

(option) casein hydrolysate 100 mg/l 

Autoclave at 121°C and 1.1 kg/cm for 20 min. 

Murashige T & Skoog F (1962) A revised medium for rapid growth and bioassays with 
tobacco tissue culture. Physiol. Plant. 15: 473-497 
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